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6 times per year with the primary focus of creating resident milestone summaries and providing formal recommendations to the Program Director. This requires the compilation and review of large amounts of data for each resident prior to each meeting. One Our struggle in our program struggled with was the dissemination, review and updating of information by multiple individuals prior to meetings to make each CCC meeting as streamlined and efficient as possible.

**Educational Objectives:** To improve our CCC’s method of distributing information to all members of the CCC and allow for real time updating of milestone summaries and recommendations by each member of the CCC.

**Curricular Design:** We use a commercially available wiki platform (PBworks, www.pbworks.com) to streamline our CCC workflow. Our CCC is made up of up 5 faculty who are each assigned 2 residents to review prior to each meeting. The program director coordinator compiles data on each resident summarizing conference attendance, procedure logs and conference attendance as well as end-of-shift cards and 360 evaluations, uploading it all our CCC wiki. FEach faculty members reviews and summarizes the data on their assigned residents, then makes milestone recommendations. Other committee members can see and add comments without repeating work done by another member. As a group, the committee agrees upon the milestones assessments for each resident and the CCC Chair submits a formal summary of recommendations to the Program Director.

**Impact/Effectiveness:** We found that CCC by WIKI wiki significantly streamlined our workflow and provided a solution to some of our committee’s struggles regarding the dissemination and compiling of residency data. This allowed us to work with each other remotely in real time and make our live meetings more efficientproductive.
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Dorsett M, DiOrio E, Oberle A, Choudhri T, Abdallah A, Jardine L, Sampson C /Washington University in Saint Louis, St. Louis, MO; Indiana University, Indianapolis, IN; George Washington University, Washington, DC; SUNY Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY; University of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia, MO

**Background:** Emergency Medicine (EM) physicians work in fast-paced environments, leaving little time spent with patients. Many clinicians now feel disconnected from the very patients that they pledged to heal. This fraying of the patient-provider relationship can lead to depersonalization - the treating of patients as their disease processes rather than as human beings - and contribute to the syndrome of burnout that affects a majority of Emergency Physicians. Depersonalization is significantly associated with increased medical errors, self-reported suboptimal care and decreased physician satisfaction. Last year, an educational initiative to encourage patient-centered care was developed in which patients presenting to the emergency department at Barnes Jewish Hospital received notecards asking them “What is your biggest worry?”. As many patient responses focused on challenges they face outside of their medical conditions, it was thought that such cards may be a useful tool to teach providers communication techniques to improve the patient-provider relationship and “re-humanize” their patients.

**Educational Objectives:** We sought to illustrate to medical providers how acknowledging a patient’s “biggest worry” might re-humanize the patient-provider interaction.

**Curricular Design:** We expanded the project nationally and for one week patients presenting to the ED of 5 academic hospitals with associated EM Residencies received notecards asking them “What is your biggest worry?”. Completed cards were shared with their medical team. Providers were then asked to reflect on whether the cards changed their satisfaction with the patient-provider relationship and share their reflections on the exercise.

**Impact/Effectiveness:** Approximately 1500 cards were distributed to patients and 285 were collected. While there was variability between hospitals, overall 58% of cards addressed a medical concern and 18% focused on a social challenge or concern outside the hospital. Providers completed a voluntary online survey. Thematic analysis applied to provider reflections by two independent reviewers identified “humanization” of the patient-provider relationship as a predominant theme in 37% (95% CI 22 to 55%; n=30) of free-text reflections. 70% (95% CI 52 to 83%) of providers endorsed increased satisfaction with the patient-provider relationship when the patient had filled out a card.

---

**Figure 1. Sample patient responses.**
Critical Conversations: Using Simulation to Improve Comfort & Skill With Goals of Care Discussion.

Dorsett M, Lawrence C, Oberle A, Galante M, Aubin C /Washington University in Saint Louis, St. Louis, MO; David Grant Medical Center, Fairfield, CA

**Background:** Despite evidence that most Americans would prefer to die at home, the majority of them die in a health care institution. Goals of care conversations reduce the incidence of unwanted aggressive intervention, but physician discomfort with goals of care conversations leads to avoidance of such conversations. This suggests a need for a formal educational intervention to teach these critical communication skills, especially in the field Emergency Medicine which encompasses the care of both the critically and chronically ill.

**Educational Objectives:** To increase resident comfort and proficiency with goals of care conversations in an emergent setting.

**Curricular Design:** The educational intervention began with a didactic component covering both common terminology in end-of-life care, as well as a review of terminology to utilize and avoid during end-of-life conversations. Following this didactic session, learners participated in four different simulation cases that utilized high fidelity mannequins as patients and actors as family members. These cases addressed common goals of care scenarios in the emergency setting, including an advanced lung cancer patient unaware of his prognosis, a pair of conflicted family members with difficulty making decisions for an acutely ill and elderly mother, a hospice patient with progressive dyspnea, and a neurologically-devastated patient to be terminally extubated in the ED. Each case required residents to initiate direct but empathetic goals of care conversations with patient and/or family. Debriefing was performed by the standardized family member(s) and an independent moderator. Feedback was given on bedside manner, terminology used and effectiveness of overall communication.

**Impact/Effectiveness:** Using a 5-point Likert scale format, emergency medicine resident physicians were surveyed before and after participation in the end of life simulation session. Post-participation, residents endorsed being significantly more comfortable initiating end of life conversations (3.7 vs. 3.3, p=0.009), contacting palliative care or hospice (3.7 vs. 2.4, p<0.001), and initiating palliative, comfort or hospice care in the emergency department (3.5 vs. 2.3, p = 0.001).
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von Reinhart A, Savage D, Sawtelle Vohra S /UCSF-Fresno, Fresno, CA

**Background:** Accurate, efficient tracking of procedures poses technical challenges that have been the subject of recent research and innovation. Procedural competency is only a portion of the knowledge and experience residents need to obtain through postgraduate training. The Model of Clinical Practice of Emergency Medicine (“EM Model”) is a comprehensive list of everything the fully trained EM physician should have mastered. It is scientifically-derived, widely accepted, and details the breadth and depth of our field. First published in 2001 based on empiric data, it is reviewed and updated by panels of experts every 2 years. It serves as the basis for ABEM examinations, and is foundational to curricular planning by ACEP, CORD-EM, and residency programs across the US.

In 2011, Tintinalli et al published one of the only studies attempting to quantify the variation in clinical encounters among trainees in the same program. They found substantial variation among residents in the same cohort, 30% to 60%, with maximal variation corresponding to roughly 1 year of clinical training. There is currently no accepted method for tracking this wide variation, leaving learners and educators to guess at gaps in clinical experience, without data to inform educational plans.

**Educational Objectives:** To build a tool to automatically track resident clinical encounters by mapping all items of the EM Model to diagnostic and procedural codes already recorded in patient charts.

**Curricular Design:** We mapped each Model of EM item to 1 or more ICD-10 codes and SNOMED concepts, and each procedure to 1 or more CPT codes. These surrogates are nearly universal searchable constants in the EMR; each item and its matching code(s) can be queried in real time to

Figure 2. Example provider reflections displaying the theme of patient “humanization”.